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WHAT’S ON

We acknowledge the traditional custodians of this land, the Gadigal people of the Eora Nation. The University of Sydney – where we write, publish and distribute 
Honi Soit—is on the sovereign land of these people. As students and journalists, we recognise our complicity in the ongoing colonisation of Indigenous land. In 
recognition of our privilege, we vow to not only include, but to prioritise and centre the experiences of Indigenous people, and to be reflective when we fail to. We 
recognise our duty to be a counterpoint to the racism that plagues the mainstream media, and to adequately represent the perspectives of Indigenous students at 
our University. We also wholeheartedly thank our Indigenous reporters for the continuing contribution of their labour to our learning.

We worked for hours on this one. Literally: it’s 9pm, and three editors are 
debating the merits of including mermaid imagery in our gossip section. It’ll 
be another 8 hours before we hit ‘Save’ and leave the office to go back to our 
families. Nobody has noticed that I have written this.

Anyway! We’re really excited for you to see what we have in store. We’ve got 
24 pages in full colour, so we told our artists to go wild. There’s a history of 
protest at USyd, and some handy explainers to welcome you to uni life. We’ve 
expanded the analysis section to keep content fresh, and we hope you like the 
new graphics throughout the paper.

2018 will be a big year for USyd—new buildings are opening, a new degree 
structure is arriving—and we’ll be here holding your hand the whole way. You 
can get in touch at anytime by emailing us: editors@honisoit.com

Enjoy! And welcome to USyd.

Honi Soit 2018
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USyd staff under 
investigation for financial 

misconduct
14 years on and 
still no justice: 

the TJ Hickey protests

UNSW found to have 
breached Privacy Act 

Protests continue at 
Unversity of Wollongong

NUS ACT Branch to be dissolved

A look back at stories you may have missed over the summer:

Events 
Near 
You

MEET YOUR HONI SOIT EDITORS

This would normally be the letters page. We publish 
letters and correspondence from anyone who emails us 
with interesting stuff at editors@honisoit.com. The most 
interesting email this week was from a blog who asked us 
for a backlink to their article on cunnilingus for $20.

People like to think that the SRC makes Honi publish any 
letter from a student that is sent to them. Those people 
are wrong.

In the digital age, this space is fairly useless. People 
comment online, share stories with their friends, and the 
world has moved on from the humble letter.
If you have any ideas for our humble letters page, ‘letters’ 
(let us) know.

Otherwise, feel free to head over to ‘Honi Soit’ on 
Facebook to leave your response or any comments you 
have on stuff contained within this issue.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cum epistulae nostra ad 
acta diurna missa defecerint, silici cum corde hunc casum 
nos perferre oportuit, hac in tenebrosa spelunca longas 
explentes horas. etenim hoc si consequatur factum ut 
miseri diurnarii sincerique qui simus quodam ab scelesto 
exsecremur,  evitataturos speramus quominus malam in 
partem nostrorum lectorum accipiamus. Quin autem nec 
si amemur nec laudemur, obsecramus  saltem ut diligenter 
a culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

 

WED  28
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NEWS PERSPECTIVE

The University of Sydney Union (USU) has an-
nounced a big change: it will no longer provide 
funding for alcohol at club and society (C&S) events 
unless they are held at a licensed USU outlet. 

Club executives were notified via email last Monday 
February 19 that beginning Semester 1, Week 1 the 
USU will only fund alcohol at C&S events held at 
USU licensed outlets.

This change has interesting implications for the 
USU and especially for the many clubs & societ-
ies under the program but what exactly are those 
implications? 

What’s going on? 

Many club executives and regular members were 
hazy about the details of the changes. 

The simple breakdown is that in order to receive 
funding for alcohol at C&S events, the events would 
need to take place on campus at one of the USU’s 
outlets such as Manning or Hermann’s Bar. 

This does not mean the USU will not fund off-cam-
pus events. USU President Courtney Thompson 
advised that cruises & balls will still be able to claim 
funding for events. Logistical and event costs could 
still be claimed for off-campus events. 

However, this means that the cost of alcohol at 
those cruises, balls and other events like pub-
crawls will now have to be absorbed by societies, 
and most likely, their members. 

Why?

These changes were introduced following the re-
lease of the Broderick report, which highlighted a 
“direct link … between alcohol at social events and 
harassment occurring” Thompson noted. 

The rationale is that this measure allows the USU 
to work within their own capacity to exercise their 
duty of care.

Thompson also mentioned that the USU is currently 
the only student union in Australia that subsidises 
alcohol at all. 

President of the Sydney University Law Society, 
Ann Wen said the change was a good start to tack-
ling the issues at hand. 

“Drinking culture is it is a really important issue 
and I think it is good if they have any money from 
alcohol expanding into non-alcoholic costs. I can’t 
say how effective it will be … I think that there does 
need to be a bit of change. I think at least it’s good 
that we’re starting with some structural change.” 

Don’t let me be the last to know

Finch echoed support for the changes but also was 
concerned by the USUs methodology. 

“I completely support the issue of what they’re do-
ing. And I think it’s really great that they’re finding 
ways to make sure that Uni life is always really safe 
… My hesitation and I guess frustration comes from 
the fact that there was no consultation with any of 
the club execs and that we heard about it a couple 
weeks before the semester starts.”

Wen also advised there had been no prior consulta-
tion. 

Thompson did not respond on whether clubs had 
been consulted but did advise “this was a decision 
made with students’ safety in mind. But we also 
want to make sure students have fun and can enjoy 
the program - which is why it is not a complete ban 
or revoking of funding.”

The debating dilemma

One of the biggest questions around the new 
changes was whether it would impact on the USUs 
debating program. 

As its own program, debating, as well as revues, 
do not fall under the clubs and societies banner – 
so the question remained of whether this change 
would impact those groups. 

Thompson confirmed however that “the policy 
will also apply to programs such as debating and 
revues.”

“There are still specifics that need to be worked 
out as a one-fits-all solution is rarely the case” 
Thompson said. 

“So we are going to be working with the clubs and 
societies going forward to come to solutions that 
work for us all.”

The changes will take effect as of March 5. 

USU to no longer fund alcohol  
for off campus events 

End Rape on Campus Australia (EROC) released The 
Red Zone on Monday morning, a 200-page report 
detailing extensive accounts of sexual harassment, 
sexual assault, and hazing at residential colleges 
across Australia. 

The document, which was prepared with no 
external funding by Walkley Award-winning 
journalist Nina Funnell and EROC ambassador Anna 
Hush, was partly designed to correct perceived 
issues with 2017’s Broderick review into USyd 
colleges. Among other flaws, critics contend that the 
Review overemphasised the institutional reputation 
of residential colleges and omitted former college 
survivors from case studies. There are also questions 
over the methodological decision to rely on focus 
groups over one on one interviews.

 “The [Broderick review] failed to analyse the 
history of cultural problems that have plagued 
the colleges for so many decades,” said EROC 
ambassador Anna Hush. “[The Red Zone] puts 
together a history of cultural colleges in a way we 
thought hadn’t been done before”.

Indeed, roughly a quarter of the The Red Zone 
is dedicated to backgrounding sexual misconduct 
in colleges: drawing information from the media, 
and survivor testimonies to create a timeline 
and explainer of sexual harassment and assault 
allegations and the institutional responses to them 
from as early as the 1930s to as recently as August 
2017. 

Around 30 pages are dedicated to a general 
exploration of college culture, which includes a 
discussion of the epidemic of misogyny and sexism. 
There are other, less common points of analysis 
too, such as problems of homophobia, racism and 
colonialism and even animal cruelty. 

“We wanted to take an intersectional approach 
at looking at college culture,” Hush explains. 
“The general privilege that college students and 
communities have plays out in so many different 
ways. The issue of wealth and power is something 
we definitely need to understand if we want to get a 
grasp on what’s happening in the colleges”. 

Contrary to recommendations in the Broderick 

review, which largely focused on fixing problems 
internally, the Red Zone also implores institutions 
like universities and the State and Federal 
governments to pressure colleges to change their 
operation. More concretely, this looks like: a 
review of legislation governing colleges at a state 
level, the implementation of a federal task force 
into sexual assault and harassment in colleges, 
greater compliance with university procedures and 
policies, and the criminalisation of hazing. Whether 
or not these recommendations will be accepted 
by the colleges is unclear, as historically these 
institutions have remained resistant to external 
pressure. Nonetheless, the report lends credence to 
Hush’s view that “there needs to be a systematic 
transformation of the whole system of colleges.”

“Tinkering around the edges has gotten us 
nowhere in fixing the problem”.

A full copy of the report is available at 
endrapeoncampus.org 

Lamya Rahman reports.

Elijah Abraham reports.

SRC (Such Radical Content)  
Samuel Chu never logs off. Never. 

If you’re one of the SRC’s two thousand odd 
Facebook followers, you may have noticed a shift 
in the tone of the SRC’s Facebook content since 
Grassroots candidate Imogen Grant was elected as 
President late last year.

The SRC’s new tone online could broadly be 
described as ‘radical.’ Under Grant, the SRC has 
declared its support for Lorde’s participation in the 
Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement. It 
has also cheered on activist Tarneen Onus-Williams, 
who sparked controversy at a 2018 Invasion Day rally 
by telling a crowd in Melbourne, “Fuck Australia, 
hope it burns to the ground.” Other examples include 
posts condemning the ABC (for pandering to ASIO), 
slamming Scott Morrison (for conspiring with ASIO) 
and mocking Christopher Pyne’s penis size (which 
has nothing to do with ASIO, but imagine if it did). 

The SRC has also caused controversy by posting a 
criticism of ‘elite’ high-achieving Dalyell Scholars 
whilst questioning USyd’s lack of support for 
low-SES students. At Christmas last year, the SRC 
provoked concern from anti-communist students by 
wishing its followers the Leninist season’s greeting 
of “peace, land and bread.” 

So, why might the SRC adopt this social media 
strategy?

“The SRC has previously not done enough to 
engage students who want to become politically 
active around issues affecting them,” Grant told 
Honi.

Grant said that, as the “only office bearer who 
is able to make comments on behalf of the SRC,” 
her aim is to fulfil the progressive “mandate upon 
which [she] was elected,” by speaking “about issues 
of sexual assault on campus, cuts to the higher 
education sector, Aboriginal deaths in custody, the 
plight of Palestinians.”

This strategy seems to be successful — 
engagement has increased on some posts, and Grant 
adds that the SRC’s “collectives have launched 
incredible campaigns [and] previously inactive 
departments are flourishing.”

The SRC’s social media strategy may be inspired by 
concepts from political science: Grant may be aiming 
to shift the outer limit of the Overton Window — the 
range of ideas in a political space that are acceptable. 
By promoting ‘radical’ perspectives, the SRC may 
gradually normalise the discussion of and belief in 
similar, if less radical, ideas.  Eventually, through 
ongoing media activity, the Overton Window may 
shift towards Grant’s end of the political spectrum, 
leaving left-wing perspectives more acceptable than 
right-wing ones.

The SRC’s social media strategy has not been 
well-received, in some circles. Some students have 
provided Honi with feedback on this matter, ranging 
from disappointment at seeing the SRC celebrate the 
death of Captain James Cook, to concerns that the 
SRC’s social media strategy “doesn’t engage people 
who wouldn’t otherwise search up [the] SRC” on 

Facebook.
Student politicians have also weighed in: USU 

board director Vanessa Song criticised the SRC’s 
Leninist Christmas post by noting, “Half my family 
were killed because they were intellectuals in a 
communist regime.”

The ramifications of this aren’t limited to Song or 
the students that gave feedback to Honi.

It is likely that students who are offended by 
the SRC won’t engage with it. Alienated students 
may well disengage from the SRC’s advocacy for 
students and its essential student services. A lack of 
engagement with the SRC has already impacted some 
services this year: the SRC’s second-hand bookshop 
is set to close around Week 3 of this semester. 

Grant was quick to assure Honi that “the casework 
and legal teams are currently running at capacity.” 
Even so, she rejects the idea that services are all the 
SRC should focus on, stating that there is “no point 
to a representative body that does not advocate for 
the rights of students beyond services.”

This debate covers ideologically contested ground, 
but one thing is clear: in an age where turnout at SRC 
elections barely scrapes fifteen per cent, the SRC is 
facing a struggle for relevance. Is the adoption of a 
radical online presence the solution, or will it lead to 
further decline?

Only time will tell.

End Rape on Campus publishes  
‘The Red Zone’ report
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The Angel of Carillon Avenue

Last week, an angel visited a literary studies lecture 
at St Andrews College. He was young, Polynesian, 
wearing shorts, a shirt, and a hospital wristband. 
“I am an angel,” he explained gently to the class, 
before proceeding to bless the lecturer and several 
students.  His demeanour was kind, non-aggressive, 
a little confused. 

The angel was escorted off University of Sydney 
grounds by a staff member. Shortly afterwards, he 
was killed by police on Carillon Avenue.

 The angel’s name was Jack Kokaua. He was thirty 
years old.

 Under the Mental Health Act, a person can be 
involuntarily hospitalised, or ‘scheduled’, if they are 
deemed to pose a threat to themselves or others. This 
is the only circumstance where you cannot refuse 
treatment in Australia. The Act has been criticised 
for violating patients’ right to consent, and in some 
ways can be considered a legacy of the long, dark 
history of institutionalising disabled people. The 
Mental Health Coordinating Council has developed 
resources on alternatives to seclusion and restraint 
in the treatment of psychiatric patients, as well as a 
Mental Health Rights Manual that includes advocacy 
options for involuntary patients. The distinction 
between voluntary and involuntary patients solely 
refers to their circumstance of admission; the state’s 
obligations to patients remain the same.

before taking him to Royal Prince Alfred Hospital. 
Kokaua was never actually transferred to their 
psychiatric ward after the emergency ward. Various 
media outlets have reported that Kokaua “broke 
out”, “fled” or “escaped”. I’m not sure if these 
journalists have ever been to a hospital, but Kokaua 
actually just walked out. A spokesperson for NSW 
Health said that he had been “calm and cooperative” 
for most of his stay but later became “agitated” and 
staff were unable to convince him to stay. No staff 
were injured; Kokaua simply left.

RPAH staff immediately called the police. There 
are no other policies in place for caring for scheduled 
patients, even if they have not committed any 
crimes, as was the case with Kokaua.

 Witnesses said the police “erupted” into violence 
“out of nowhere”, and that between three and 
fifteen officers piled onto Kokaua while yelling 
“stop resisting, stop struggling”. The repeated 
tasering eventually induced his cardiac arrest. None 
of the officers involved were wearing body cameras, 
although NSW issued tasers are equipped with 
cameras.

 Given that Kokaua was at this point less than 
350 metres away from the ambulance bay, it would 
have been much faster for paramedics to reach him 
than cops. Despite this, after his cardiac arrest it 
reportedly took ten minutes for medical assistance 
to arrive on the scene. 

 According to Jonathan Dunk, the lecturer whose 
class was visited by an angel, “He was confused but 
in no way violent. Nothing about this was deserved or 
necessary… This was a gross miscarriage of justice.”

 Friends and family members expressed their grief 
on a notice posted to the Cook Islands Bereavement 
Notice’s & Memorials Facebook page.

 The police, unlike every single other person who 
interacted with Jack Kokaua on Monday, described 
him as “aggressive and noncompliant”. Assistant 

Commissioner Walton said that “[t]he officers in 
this circumstance were acting to try and look after 
someone” and that Kokaua’s death was “not the 
outcome anyone looks towards and it’s certainly 
not what anyone wants.”

 Clearly NSW Police are very confused about what 
it means to be helpful to someone experiencing 
an acute psychotic episode. As someone who has 
helped loved ones through psychotic episodes 
without accidentally murdering them in the 
process, generally the best approach is to be calm 
and comforting. Listen to the person. Ask them 
what they need and what you can do to help. Don’t 
try to participate in delusions/hallucinations but 
don’t try to break the person out of them either. Just 
hear them out. Ask if they want to talk about what 
they’re experiencing or if they want to change the 
subject. Maybe offer them a cup of tea. Say “that 
sounds scary”, or “I’m sorry this is happening to 
you.” Wait until it passes. If you don’t know them, 
ask if they have medication they need to take, or if 
there is someone they  can contact (ideally a doctor, 
friend, or family member). As a general rule, don’t 
yell at them, tackle them to the ground, pepper 
spray them, and then repeatedly taser them until 
their heart gives out.

 Jack Kokaua died metres away from my 
cardiologist’s office. She specialises in heart failure. 
This shouldn’t have happened anywhere, but it’s 
especially damning that it happened on the doorstep 
of a hospital.

Robin Eames analyses the events and structures that lead to Jack Kokaua’s recent death. 

Enrolling at USyd? You’ll Need a Degree For That
Laura de Feyter explores how disappearing units and degrees cause more chaos for an already murky enrolment process.

When Elise Anderson realised the University’s 
online enrolment system had mysteriously barred 
her from choosing the units she needed to finish 
her International and Global Studies/Law degree, 
she called the Student Services hotline. They put her 
on hold for 40 minutes. “No one knew anything,” 
Anderson said. Eventually, she was told that the 
units had been discontinued: she should follow 
the 2018 degree handbook as “2017 doesn’t exist 
anymore”.

Enrolment at USyd has always been a headache. 
The Sydney Student website is notoriously 
frustrating, with its labyrinthine drop-down menus, 
hostile layout, and total lack of information. 

But now, in 2018, it’s getting worse. There’s been 
a shake up of the University curriculum with the 
introduction of new degrees such as the ‘Bachelor 
of Advanced Studies,’ and programmes such as the 
‘Sydney Undergraduate Experience’. As a result, 
many a student’s degree pathway has been skewed 
or their graduation delayed after a missed unit 
or incorrectly chosen elective. 

INGS, Media and Communications and 
combined Law students were particularly 
affected when their core units disappeared 
from the enrolment website. There was no 
information about replacement units and 
communication from the University was 
described by the students as remiss.

In preparation for the new curriculum, the 
University organised a student focus group to test 

out the online enrolment process. Changes were 
made to Sydney Student to accommodate received 
feedback, but some students still struggled with the 
process.

Course handbooks, previously essential to 
understanding enrolment requirements, have been 
changed.   Degree progessions visual guides have 
vanished from the revamped university website.

“If they’re going to offer a degree, you expect to 
be able to enrol in it,” said Elise, “it’s meant to be a 
prestigious university.”

She was then told she should have received an 
email about the changes and a list of replacement 
units. But Elise says the email never came.

A University spokesperson acknowledged there 
were technical issues with the INGS and Media and 
Communications enrolment process but stressed 
that the issues were resolved as soon as they were 
alerted. They insisted that it was unrelated to the 
introduction to new degrees. 

Students seeking to resolve the university’s 
technical glitch were limited to a generic student 
centre number and an online chat team, bypassing 
face-to-face contact. Student centre staff, when 
actually on-site during the summer break, also 
appeared uninformed. 
It is still unclear whether affected students will have 
to switch degrees, complete new subjects or carry on 
as normal. 

Students from other  universities have reported 
a contrasting experience of enrolment. One Notre 
Dame Primary Education student said her enrolment 

process was “easy” and  she felt supported by 
those around her to complete her degree.

Elise also commented that her brother, who 
studies at Macquarie University, was given 
ample handouts about how to enrol in his 
course correctly.

Elise, like hundreds of other USyd 
students, was clear about what she wants.

“Just let me enrol in my degree,” she said. 
“Somehow, that’s too much to ask.”

Artwork by 
Robin Eames

Content note: this article discusses psychosis, 
ableism, racism, and murder.

 Having a psychiatric disability is not illegal, nor 
grounds for arrest, although in Australia, mentally 
ill people are far more likely to be incarcerated and 
killed by police, especially if they are black. The same 
is true in the USA and in the UK. Mentally ill people 
are not, however, any more likely to commit violent 
crimes than the rest of the population. In fact, 
research suggests that people with a mental illness 
are more likely to cause themselves harm, or to be 
harmed, than they are to harm others, and someone 
who has schizophrenia is 2,000 times more likely to 
kill themselves than they are to harm someone else.

 Earlier in the day, Kokaua had been scheduled 
after wandering into traffic. The NSW Police 
Assistant Commissioner Mark Walton stated that 
“Police approached the man who resisted police and 
attempted to run away. The violent confrontation 
continued which required additional police to 
restrain the man. He was ultimately brought under 
control and assessed by NSW ambulance officers.”

 His choice of words is interesting. Jaywalking 
is indeed a crime (one that is often used for racial 
targeting), but can running away really be called 
a “violent confrontation” or “resisting police”? 
Australian cops are infamous for racially profiling 
Indigenous people, and yet they do not collect 
internal data regarding their own racism. The 
number of Aboriginal deaths in custody continues 
to grow, and less than a month ago,  an Aboriginal 
man died after being chased off a thirteen storey 
balcony by Redfern police. The recommendations 
of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in 
Custody are still not being implemented.

 In this initial encounter, paramedics chemically 
sedated Jack Kokaua and strapped him to a gurney, 

“I’m an angel,” he explained 
gently to the class, before 

proceeding to bless the 
lecturer and several 

students.

Gillian Kayrooz: $kimmed Milk
Soo-Min Shim discusses modern youth culture through contemporary art.

What is contemporary? Should it continue to be 
understood as a reference to the now? And could it 
perhaps have a distinct aesthetic of its own?

Multi-disciplinary artist and current Sydney 
College of the Arts student, Gillian Kayrooz, raises 
these questions in her portrayal and deconstruction 
of  youth culture. Her focus is on millenial vernacular 
and suburban identities, which she explores in 
her video work $kimmed Milk (2017). Markers of 
Australian youth, like sneakers, skateboards, goon 
sacks and Adidas jackets, dominate the screen. Yet, 
in Kayrooz’s universe, sneakers are used as phones, 
faces of ostensibly relatable young characters are 
distorted, and there is no real sense of place, with 
the background covered by garbage bags. Kayrooz 
mutates what is known into something bizarre and 
surreal, insinuating perhaps that the contemporary 
itself is constructed.

$kimmed Milk combines the banal with the 
extraordinary as everyday behaviour and responses 
are exaggerated to the point of ‘transgression’. But 
what constitutes ‘everyday behaviour’? When do 
certain actions become accepted into the mainstream 
and consolidated as trends? Who has the authority 
to dictate what becomes ‘socially acceptable’?

Platforms such as Instagram, YouTube, and 
Facebook, are unique to our generation and in 
their sway over us. The ubiquity of the moving 
image in everyday life shapes youth culture too, 
from purchasing Fenty makeup to the latest Tide 
Pod rage. Citing mumblecore, R&B and hip-hop as 
major influences, Kayrooz adopts and subverts the 
music video form. After all, white Gucci low-top 
sneakers exploded in popularity after Frank Ocean 
donned them in his album cover Chanel last year.  In 
$kimmed Milk electronic music is warped, mirroring 
the distortion of reality that occurs online and in 

music videos. Kayrooz’s characters consume bread 
and milk in highly stylised ways. They regurgitate 
the bread and in a low electronic voice they claim “I 
love wheat”. Their exaggerated chewing is repeated 
over and over again on a never-ending loop, leaving 
us in the world of hyperreal absurdity.

This absurdity lies at the heart of neoliberal 
capitalism—as it commercialises even the most 
basic needs and constructs a stylised reality based on 
material performance.  As a Western Sydney local, 
Kayrooz is particularly concerned with the mass 
commercialisation of her home town’s lifestyle, 
particularly its street fashion. For Western Sydney-

siders, street style is a fact of life. However, through 
the internet and high-brand fashion, it has become 
a commodity, perversely transformed into a luxury. 
She states “people wore sneakers just because they 
had to… Now they’re worth hundreds of dollars.” 
Indeed, being a hypebeast has never been so 
expensive. The dollar sign in the title of the work 
not only references rap, but represents the focus on 
wealth, power and status in a capitalist system. 

Kayrooz’s video distortion further represents the 
state of affairs in a post-internet age, a world where 
the internet is the dominant cultural force. Her over-
saturated colours, edits, and graphics evoke the 
sensations of being besieged by the spectacle of the 

internet, and of capitalism. The excess of Kayrooz’s 
visual motifs reflect current state of inundation 
of brands and labels. Materialism and visibility 
have never been more important: as Bella Hadid 
stated, the type of sneakers you wear determine if 
“homeboy’s going to like, get it”.

Kayrooz is conscious that she is a young artist 
operating in the the post-internet movement. She 
comments on the highly curated nature of many 
artist’s Instagrams. Their online presence and 
personas are a method of advertising their own 
artistic practice, as art and capitalism increasingly 
intersect. By appropriating and recreating internet 
motifs, Kayrooz hints at the misleading nature, and 
overwhelming power, of the images we consume, 
whether it be through music videos or through 
art. They contain the information that shapes our 
society, its people and our way of thinking.

Perhaps Kayrooz provides a tentative definition of 
contemporaneity: what is contemporary and what is 
now, will always shift. As images transform, so too 
will our reality, so too will the present moment that 
we occupy.

Artwork by 
Brendan O’Shea

What constitutes ‘everyday 
behaviour’? When do certan 

actions become accepted 
into the mainstream and 
consolidated as trends?
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relationships with their students simply because 
the age gap is smaller than other academic staff. As 
casual employees, tutors receive limited training, 
let alone on the conflicts policy. According to one 
engineering tutor, the inductor called attention 
to the policy, explained what a conflict might look 
like, then “just sent us a link to [an online conflicts 
module] after the session and told us to have a read”.

Nonetheless, among those Honi spoke to, support 
was scant for an outright ban on student-academic 
relations. Director of Educational Strategy Professor 
Peter McCallum, though stressing it was his personal 
view, argued that a ban would be “an infringement 
on the many relationships between staff and students 
that are completely legitimate and fulfilling for the 
people involved.” It would simply be impractical to 
implement as there are “many people who are both 
staff members and students and many partnerships 
between two staff members where one of the 
partners is also a student”. Ward agreed: “I don’t 
think a ban on everything is particularly suitable, 
doesn’t leave nuance for the kind of relationships 
that happen.”

Yet there is an appetite for change. The University 
itself is “working on ways to bolster the current code 
of conduct,” a spokesperson said.  They also said 
that, following the release of the Broderick Review, 
the University “has committed to a standalone 
sexual misconduct policy and will consult with staff 
and students as that policy is developed.”

The form of these changes is as yet unclear, 
and neither the process of updating the code 

of conduct nor of developing a sexual 
misconduct policy has begun. Professor 
McCallum, however, suggested that 
the reporting of relationships with 
students could be made mandatory, 
even when there is no actual, perceived 
or potential conflict. Especially  when 
“the staff member’s judgement 
on such matters could be faulty,” 
McCallum said, mandatory reporting 
could go some way to protect students 
from power imbalances. 

that for most people, porn is a really useful tool but 
personally, I’ve haven’t found a need for it,” she 
said.

When pressed, she voiced a firm belief in porn’s 
harmful nature. “Consider the imposition of the 
industry upon the actors, unrealistic expectations 
of what bodies should look and perform like, and 
unhealthy constructions of sexual experiences.” 

In fact, many social commentators argue that 
porn amounts to the abuse of women, both in the 
industry and outside it.  A University of Arkansas 
study found that in the 50 most popular porn 
movies, 88% of all scenes involved degradation of a 
female actor. And the more people watch porn, the 
more normalised this degradation becomes, copied 
into real relationships. 

While Jake doesn’t believe the use of porn is 
unethical per se, he does advocate for all its users 
to be fully educated on the distortions of what 
pleasurable sex looks like in porn versus reality.

At the time of publication, Jake has reached just 
over a month without pornography. Like many users, 
Jake relied on porn for stress relief. “Sometimes I 
ask myself when I’m super stressed, if I really see 
any worth in keeping it up if it’s just making me 
more frustrated.” 

It’s this kind of dependence that worries the 
members of movements like #NoFap, many of whom 

Hitting the books
Yale University has a by-law banning sexual 
relationships between undergraduates and 
academics.  This policy isn’t the latest response to 
#MeToo. It’s been on the books since 1997.  

For years, Yale was the only anglosphere university 
with such a ban. In 2015, Harvard’s undergraduate 
school followed suit. And now, come 2018, we’re 
riding on a wave of institutional abstinence: take the 
US House of Representatives, or Malcolm Turnbull’s 
“bonk ban”, which prohibits sex between ministers 
and their staff. 

So far, however, the University of Sydney has not 
followed the trend. Tutors, faculty members and 
professional staff are free to carry on consensual 
relationships with students as they see fit. 

That’s a problem, according to Professor Denise 
Cuthbert of RMIT: last year, in comments to the ABC, 
Cuthbert called on universities to outright prohibit 
staff-student sex “in light of what we now know 
about the distorting effect that power structures can 
have on interpersonal relations.”

As the abuse patterns of men like Harvey 
Weinstein or Don Burke show, it’s all too easy 
to take advantage of power imbalance—and to 
pressure subordinates into agreeing to unwanted 
sexual encounters.  Equally, when senior lecturers 
can control their students’ academic progress, it’s 
questionable whether sex between them could ever 
be based on meaningful consent. 

A USyd spokesperson told Honi “the University 
is keenly aware of the types of conflicts and issues 
that can arise in our environment”. Accordingly, 
there are policies in place to deal with student-
staff relationships gone wrong. Situations involving 
sexual misconduct are captured by the Bullying, 
Harassment and Discrimination Prevention Policy. 
This policy prohibits sexual harassment, defined as: 

Unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature in relation 
to circumstances in which a reasonable person, having 
regard to all the circumstances, would have anticipated 
the possibility that the person harassed would be 
offended, humiliated or intimidated.

For staff, a breach of the policy can mean 
disciplinary action, including termination of 
employment. SRC Wom*n’s Officer Maddy Ward 

pointed out that the policy is “super broad” and 
“unclear”. It’s this kind of opacity that a blanket ban 
on staff-student sex would end; no longer would it 
be possible to hide sexual predation behind a veneer 
of consent, procured through undue influence.

That said, of the senior course coordinators Honi 
spoke to, few seemed to have come across sexual 
misconduct between students and staff; most 
treated it as something “unthinkable”. Yet last 
year’s Australian Human Rights Commission report 
into sexual assault on campus found that 6 per cent 
of undergraduates and 10 per cent of graduates had 
suffered sexual harassment from their tutors or 
supervisors. 

Even if a relationship is free from sexual 
misconduct, it may fall under the University’s 
External Interests  Policy. Under the policy, staff 
must not allow: 

personal interests [which include sexual relationships] 
to come into actual, potential or perceived conflict with 
their duties to the University.

If a conflict of interest arises, it must be declared 
so a management plan can be developed. As far as 
student-staff relationships go, this situation is 
not uncommon. As Ward pointed out, in a “small 
neighbourhood” like USyd, someone you begin dating 
outside the classroom may later turn out to be your 
tutor. Postgraduates in particular, Ward 
said, can end up in relationships 
with the supervisors they spend 
years working with. 

For the University, 
the concern here 
is academic 
integrity rather 
than personal well 
being, which the conflict 
management plans Honi 
saw seemed to confirm. 
Most focused on preventing 
staff from making decisions about 
the work or degree progression of a 
student they are in a relationship with.  

But whether the conflicts policy actually works 
is another question. Tutors are most likely to form 

Poor man’s porn ban
Jake* was once a regular porn user. He would 

masturbate once or twice a day, mostly with porn. 
Jake is not an outlier, with 64% of young men and 
18% of young women reportedly watching porn at 
least once a week. 

So it came as a surprise to him when his girlfriend 
of 8 months, Yassmin*, asked him to quit. “Yassmin 
explained her views that watching other people for 
pleasure is equivalent to cheating,” he told me. 

There’s no doubt porn is a contested space. But 
within a relationship, that contest is reduced to just 
two people, and the questions are fraught: does one 
partner have the right to ask the other to stop? Does 
the other have an obligation to follow through? How 
does a request like this change a relationship?   

 When Yassmin asked him to quit porn, Jake agreed. 
“While I do still disagree that porn is analogous to 
cheating, I personally am fine with complying with 
what she wants,” he said.

In fact, Jake was already having misgivings about 
porn. “I’ve always felt a slight dissatisfaction after 
watching.”

In this, he’s not alone: movements like #NoFap 
see porn as a cheap substitute for real human contact 
and sexual connection. Jake now admits using his 
imagination has been a lot more fruitful and made 
sexual relief better.  

Yassmin herself doesn’t watch porn. “I understand 

describe themselves as “porn addicts”. Overuse of 
porn, they say, can bring physical difficulties too, 
like erectile dysfunction or delayed ejaculation. 

Without the stimulation of porn, Jake’s sexual 
performance suffered. “I find it takes an excessive 
amount of time to finish.”

Nonetheless, Jake doesn’t think he’s addicted to 
porn, even though there have been relapses. “Once 
I do lapse it’s hard to make sure I don’t do it again, 
as the ‘one more time couldn’t hurt’ attitude seeps 
in,” he said.

However, there have been positives to the process 
of quitting as well. “With breaking a habit comes 
improved self-control,” he says. “I feel a little more 
in control of my sex drive and how I manage stress.” 

And, ultimately, the biggest plus for Jake is his 
relationship with Yassmin. “I’ve learned a lot about 
Yassmin and myself … which has really helped us 
grow closer.”

There’s probably no straight answer on whether 
or not someone has the right to prevent their partner 
from using porn. But, clearly, it’s an arrangement 
that can work. For Jake and Yassmin, it boils down 
to their convictions on making their relationship 
successful. “We know it’s not for everyone,” says 
Jake. “It’s about sexual compatibility, and what 
you’re willing to compromise on.”  

*names have been changed

Janek Drevikovsky investigates the university bonk ban.

Many shades of dehumanisation 
colour the practices of both US 
fraternities and Australian residential 
colleges. US sororities and fraternities 
are subject to equal parts condemnation 
and gruesome fascination. 

Being a ‘frat bro’ requires 
performance, one where shotgunning 
beer and bragging about ‘piping’ girls 
is expected. Gaining admission to a frat 
involves a process known as ‘rushing’. 
Candidates visit various houses and 
attempt to impress existing members 
by emulating their every behaviour, 
hoping to receive a ‘bid’ from that 
frat house. Once obtained, these frat 
boy candidates become provisional 
members, or ‘pledges’, and must 
undergo a range of initiation rituals. 
These range from the benign—
moving into the house for a week—to 
sexist, alcohol-fuelled events, some 
designed to teach pledges how to 
‘score’. And then there are games that 
prove to be fatal: a sophomore from 
Penn State University died in 2017, 
after consuming massive amounts of 
alcohol and falling down the stairs, 
incurring irreversible brain stem 
damage.

Being an Australian college boy also 
requires performance.  For example, 
recent reports from the University of 
Newcastle describe hazing rituals like 
“drinking booze from older students’ 
genitals and eating vomit”. St John’s, a 
USyd college, has also made headlines 
recently, for a misogynistic hazing 
ritual where incoming female students 
are ranked by ‘attractiveness’. The five 
students that are rated most attractive 
are labelled the ‘fresher five’ and 
singled out as particularly desirable 
sexual conquests. 

Rigid power structures are another 
feature of college life. Freshers 
are marked as inferior, even after 
they are no longer subject to the 
degradation of hazing: freshers are 
admitted last into all college events, 
including every meal, and are judged 

by their ability to contribute to their 
colleges. Similarly, frats have an in-
built hierarchy, though perhaps one 
involving more camaraderie than in 
Australian colleges: older members are 

encouraged to be mentors, or ‘bigs’, to 
incoming pledges. 

Drinking is involved in both 
mentoring relationships. Colleges have 
their own bars and will serve heavily 
subsidised alcohol one night a week. 
Frats throw in-house parties with vats 
of free alcohol. Unlike college events, 
which are usually restricted to college 
students, frat parties are generally 
open to anyone—or, rather, to any 
women. Men who have not been  invited 
by ‘brothers’ of the house cannot 
enter. Frats justify this by pointing 
out that these strangers have not 
completed courses on sexual assault 
and consent, and therefore could 
pose a danger to female partygoers. 
Another explanation, however, is that 
the brothers want to regulate a skewed 
male to female ratio, so as to increase 
their chances of ‘scoring’. 

Nevertheless, the ubiquity of frats 
has fostered an atmosphere of relative 
openness and acceptance, compared 
to Australian colleges. According to 
one former student, the elitism of 
USyd colleges “oozes from the walls”, 
isolating colleges from the non-
college world. Residents allegedly 
distinguish themselves from the 
masses by referring to non-college 
students as ‘muggles’.

Despite a record of horrifying 
practices, colleges and frats continue 
to exist. Supporters cite the benefits 
of a ready-made community and the 
sense of belonging it can bring. Parties 
can be fun, for some, but many of these 
parties have problematic undertones. 
Themes of past parties have been 
morally dubious. In 2015, USyd’s St 
Paul’s College specifically hired  people 
of colour as waiters for their ‘British 
Raj’ night. Frats have also implemented 
questionable, if not explicitly colonial 
themes for their parties, including 
nationalistic celebrations of ‘the fall 
of communism’ and, simply, ‘USA’. 
Frats, however, can also function as 
autonomous clubs, like the Asian-
American only and African-American 
only frats at UCLA, and the religious 
frats. Alternatively, sororities, as an 
extension of particularly antiquated 
rules, are legally unable to throw 
parties at all.

No article could analyse fraternity 
and college life without exploring the 
misogyny and sexual abuse they have 
become associated with. The series of 
incidents of sexual harassment and 
assault on campus is too long to list. 
In 2010, Yale students marched while 
yelling “no means yes, yes means 
anal”. Phi Kappa Tau at Georgia Tech 
was disbanded for circulating an email 
with the subject line “luring your 
rapebait”. In Australian colleges, abuse 
has ranged from online misogyny, like 
when  a St Paul’s student compared 
sex with a woman to “harpooning a 

whale,” to flagrant public humiliation, 
such as an entry in a Wesley’s journal 
that detailed female students’ sexual 
history. Shockingly, St Paul’s residents 
once ran a “pro-rape, anti-consent” 
group on Facebook.

At USyd, it wasn’t until 2016 that 
the colleges were shamed into action 
and joined the inquest into sexual 
misconduct at USyd, commissioned 
by Elizabeth Broderick.  The Broderick 
review found that 25 per cent of women 
across colleges had experienced sexual 
harassment, though these number 
may be conservative as the report 
was widely regarded as inadequate for 
neglecting one-on-one interviews. St 
Paul’s initially opted out of the review, 
instead choosing to pursue its own 
internal initiatives, until the weight 
of mounting scandal forced them to 
join. St Paul’s could do this because 
the University, which supported the 
review, has limited control over the 
colleges; they are each governed by 
their own councils and constitutive 
legislation. Fraternities at UCLA, in 
contrast, are governed by both the 
University Interfraternity Council 
(IFC) and various national councils. 

F R A T S  V S 
C O L L E G E S

Lena Wang compares the cultures of US fraternities and Australian colleges

What do you do when your girlfriend asks you to stop watching porn, asks Charlotte Lim.

Being a ‘frat 
bro’ requires 

performance, 
one where 

shotgunning beer 
and bragging 
about ‘piping’ 

girls is expected.

It was the IFC that banned all UCLA 
frat houses from holding in-house 
parties or serving alcohol,  in response 
to reports of an alleged sexual assault 
by the president of one UCLA frat. 
Various consent modules are also 
compulsory for frat members, as well 
as for all incoming UCLA students. 
To this extent, UCLA seems more 
willing to acknowledge incidents 
of sexual assault as evidence of a 
systemic problem, even to a shallow 
level, rather than as isolated incidents 
that are dissociated from the college 
as a whole, as is the case with USyd 
colleges. 

It is clear that while the culture in 
fraternities and colleges are different, 
the two institutions show the same 
insidious disrespect. Rape culture 
rests on everyday microaggressions, 
and is enshrined in hazing rituals 
that emphasise dehumanisation and 
humiliation. Institutional responses to 
incidents must therefore address the 
root of the problem. It is difficult to 
see a world in which exclusive, male-
dominated clubs like fraternities and 
non-autonomous colleges will not 
inevitably lead to incidents of abuse, 
regardless of nationality. 
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PERSPECTIVE

It’s OWeek. You’re walking down Eastern Avenue, 
ACCESS card in hand. You’re looking to join clubs, 
any clubs, all the clubs. Look, there’s a club! Cute 
stalls, members in t-shirts, free food. You get 
chatting, you take a flyer and—you know, what the 
heck—why not sign up?

Suddenly, it’s Week 2. You’ve already been to 
three events for this club. They keep asking you to 
help out at barbecues, piss-ups, barbecues.... Oh, and 
they’ve asked you to pledge your undying allegiance 
to their cause. 

Shit. Have you joined a cult? 
Fear not, Honi’s here to help, with our inaugural 

guide to identifying cults on campus. Today, we’ll 
be examining two of the most cultish groups on 
campus: the Evangelical Union (the EU) and Socialist 
Alternative (SAlt). 

Let’s start by comparing the EU and SAlt to a 
known cult—Scientology. Scientology’s 
current leader is an eccentric multi-
millionaire by the name of David 
Miscavige. Dave pretty much 
screams ‘cult’. Dave encourages 
members to participate in expensive 
courses and buy expensive reading 
material. The success of this spiritual 
business model has allowed him to make 
friends with Tom Cruise, with whom he 
shares a secret, invented language.

This use of religion, or any shared ideology, 
to extract value from adherents is a strong 
indicator that a movement is a cult. There 
are a few other factors too. Do a small 
number of senior members control the 
group? Does the group stress ideological 
orthodoxy? Is this ideology significantly 
more radical than that of similar 
but more mainstream organisations? 
Scientology fits the bill. But how do SAlt 
and the EU measure up?

     First up, SAlt. To veteran students, the very 
name inspires images of trestle tables, adorned in 
red, decorated with anti-capitalist paraphernalia. . To 
most students, this sight is a simple inconvenience. 
But for those itching w add the weight of their 
signature to a SAlty campaign, the temptation is 
often too great. 

This is where my experience with SAlt began. After 
signing a petition and having a chat about politics, 
my girlfriend and I eventually decided to attend the 
group’s first meeting for the year, despite hearing 
the mildly concerning assertion that SAlt aims to 
spark a Trotskyist revolution. 

My first encounter with radical Marxist discourse 
was at this meeting and it was actually an amicable 
experience. The atmosphere was inviting: as first-
timers, we were encouraged to add our voices to 
the group’s discussion. But while radical ideas were 
applauded, our more mainstream perspectives 
were dismissed. The room quickly became an echo 
chamber—every attempt to depart from SAlt’s 
ideology was dismissed as too liberal, too soft, too 
naïve. That’s cult-level orthodoxy right there.

But there’s more. A 2017 USyd reddit thread 
titled ‘Can anyone tell me the truth about Socialist 
Alternative?’ acknowledges that while SAlt’s 
members are “lovely, sincere people,” new 
recruits   are “constantly pressured to give time to 
things that…make a mockery of student activism.” 
The thread notes that the group’s programme is 
primarily directed towards recruitment, rather 
than pragmatic activism. This over-emphasis on 

recruitment means SAlt is edging further towards 
being an actual CUlt. 

Certainly, the causes that SAlt supports are 
admirable; their movement has helped propel social 
progress on issues like same-sex marriage, refugee 
rights, and justice for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples. 

What’s more, the existence of radical alternatives 
to mainstream political thought are essential to our 
democracy. So while SAlt’s website declares that 
‘the system’ cannot be reasoned with and should 
not be tolerated, they are in fact contributing to 

its general health and wellbeing. When it comes to 
politics, a pinch of SAlt is just enough to keep things 
interesting. 

But unfortunately, SAlt’s willingness to capitalise 
on new students’ enthusiasm gives cause for alarm. 

New students should be aware that SAlt’s 
revolutionary capacity rarely extends beyond the 
meeting room, limited by their proclivity for trestle 
table-based petitioning. SAlt seem to have embraced 
the old adage: communism often works better on 
paper than it does in practice.

                     
            ● ● ●

What about the Evangelical Union, or EU? Is it 
a cult? This organisation bills itself as the “largest 
interdenominational” Christian faith group on 

campus, and their presence is certainly  hard to miss. 
Enticed by free doughnuts or sausage sandwiches, 
few are the students who haven’t engaged them in 
brief, friendly conversations about faith. 

But despite the sugary coating, the EU has in 
recent years inspired controversy for requiring its 
members to sign an official declaration of faith in 
Jesus Christ before receiving full EU voting rights. 
The debate reached fever pitch in 2016 when the USU 
threatened to deregister the EU for not complying 
with anti-discrimination policies. The threat was 
ultimately retracted

Though this particular issue is now resolved, it 
does raise questions about the extent to which the 
EU can influence its members’ thinking. Is the group 
really “interdenominational?” Or is its ideology 

characterised by cult-like orthodoxy?
The EU disputes that it is an 

ideological organisation at all, 
yet the group’s raison d’etre is 
to promote faith in Jesus. This 
mission clearly requires adherence 
to the system of values and beliefs 

espoused by the Big-J himself.
On a campus as diverse as USyd, 

evangelism becomes unavoidably 
ideological and subjective, especially in 

the context of social issues like abortion or 
same-sex marriage.

In fact, the EU makes it their business to 
examine social issues like these through 
a Christian lens.  Members can attend EU 
courses on ‘Working in God’s World’, or 

‘Making Life Decisions’ weekly content 
is also distributed online through 
Facebook videos and podcasts.

The EU’s podcast archive of 
Christian lectures is particularly 
revealing. Sorting the podcasts by 

topic illustrates the EU’s positioning 
on social issues, rather than a purely purely 

faith-based spreading of the good news. In 17 years 
of podcasting, 24 separate 40 minute recordings 
have been devoted to issues of sexuality and love 
(read: ‘What is good and bad sex?’) while only a 
single podcast discusses their namesake concept—
Evangelism. So the EU clearly seizes the opportunity 
to shape its members’ thinking on social issues. If 
that isn’t ideology, I don’t know what is.

But, as with SAlt, it would be remiss to assume 
that the Evangelical Union is in fact a cult group. 
Their function is first and foremost to provide a 
space in which students of a shared faith can discuss 
and worship without sectarian concerns–essentially 
a big fandom but for God.

The cult yardstick does however provide a helpful 
metric for examining what could become your 
newest social group. OWeek is a grand celebration of 
freedom before university proper attempts to crush 
such self-expression. But it’s always best to view 
clubs and societies with healthy skepticism. When 
clubs offer you free food and ideological salvation, 
take a step back and ask whether this is too good to 
be true.  

Take it from the guy who signed up to 17 clubs on 
the first day of OWeek. 

 
 

 
 

COME JOIN THE
CULTSERFUCK CULTSTERFU
James Sherriff gives the low-down on campus cults and where to find them.

When clubs offer you 
free food and ideological 

salvation, take a step back 
and ask whether this is 

too good to be true.  

OWEEK:
JOIN A CULT 

ALL HOPE 
(NOT) LOST

Artwork by 
Tanushri Saha

Pranay Jha on the importance of activism. Additional reporting by Katie Thorburn and 
Connor Parissis.

Artwork by 
Mathew Philip
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FEATURE

“One, two, three, four! We don’t want a fucking 
war!” Thousands of student activists march 
through the streets of Broadway chanting as loud as 
possible. Flying high are banners calling for peace 
carrying powerful messages such as “not one more 
death.” There’s something radical in the air and 
each student can sense it. With fresh memories of 
friends, families, and acquaintances drafted into 
the army, student activists march with purpose and 
determination. This is their time. Together, they will 
bring an end to the injustice that is the Vietnam War. 

***

A group of fifteen or so gather around on Eastern 
Avenue, listening intently to a student activist speak 
dispassionately through a megaphone. Next to them 
a stack of pamphlets being blown away in the wind. 
As the clock strikes four, hundreds of students 
pour out of class, not taking heed of campaigners. 
A few more speeches, some half-hearted chants, 
and the activists pack up for the day. Two hundred 
had clicked going on the Facebook event – actual 
numbers are a lot less. As organisers walk home, 
carrying rolled up banners, they ask themselves:  Is 
student activism worth it?

The Glory Days
Those unfamiliar with the University’s history of 

student activism may think that small, uninspiring 
protests are the norm. That is certainly the way Jay*, 
a fourth year commerce student at the University, 
conceives of student protests. “I can’t say I care 
too much. It’s just a louder version of Socialist 
Alternative giving me a pamphlet.”  However, this 
sense of apathy towards civil disobedience is far 
more recent than one may think.

 
Professor Ann Curthoys, a student at USyd during 

the ‘60s and ‘70s, recalls when student life was 
“very focused around associations.” Ann, along 
with her comrades in Student Action for Aborigines, 
participated in the seminal Freedom Rides of 1965, 
which she describes as having a “significant effect 
on public debate on Aboriginal rights.” In the same 

period Julie McCrossin, a queer activist from USyd, 
recounted dressing as a nun to protest at St. Mary’s 
Cathedral, a bold feat that ended in a police escorting 
her from the church. She was protesting on behalf of 
teacher Mike Clohesy, who lost his job at a Catholic 
school after speaking on TV about decriminalising 
homosexuality. Other notable examples include 
the Merewether Occupation, which lead to the 
formation of the Political Economy department, 
and the Philosophy Department strike action over 
the teaching of feminism. In those days the sense 
of radicalism that surged through USyd seemed to 
know no levee, streaming on and off campus. 

These days, however, the surge seems to have run 
dry, and one can’t be blamed for thinking student 
activists have lost their power. In 2016, the Sydney 
College of Arts occupation was unsuccessful despite 
being the longest student occupation in USyd 
history. Similarly, USyd remained one of the only 
major universities in Australia that did not publicly 
support marriage equality, despite the persistent 
and passionate rallying of queer activists. More 
broadly, activists appear to be fighting a losing battle 
for refugee rights, while the rising price of higher 
education tells its own story. It would be intuitive, 
but misguided, to think that such a decline in the 
social appeal of activism is attributable to a change 
in the tactics or attitudes of student activists. What 
then is the cause of this radical shift from ‘the good 
old days?’

Trapped in the Neo-Liberal 
Clusterfuck

In comparing eras of student activism, Andy 
Mason, the former convener of the Australian 
Student Environmental Network, suggests the 
most obvious difference consists in the sheer size 
of student campaigns, or lack thereof in more 
recent years. Whilst protests of the past frequently 
attracted hundreds or even thousands of students 
to their actions, nowadays such turnouts would be 
anomalous.

A contributing factor to this decline in student 

numbers has been Australia’s changing economic 
landscape across the last forty years. As successive 
governments have adopted more neoliberal 
economic policies (i.e. policies that tend to favour 
the free-market), the socio-economic conditions 
students face have changed radically. Increases in 
the costs of living, housing struggles, the end of 
free education, and employment pressures have all 
reduced the amount of time, and thought, students 
have been able to commit to activism. Professor 
Curthoys recalls students enjoying a “sense of 
freedom…that was challenged later on as students’ 
time became more circumscribed both by part time 
work and continuous assessment.” Additionally, the 
introduction of voluntary student unionism (VSU) 
has also undermined activist culture. Alongside 

the obvious reductions in resourcing, VSU has also 
hampered student culture, reducing the degree of 
solidarity students feel with each other and their 
ability to forge strong institutional memories. 

Beyond direct implications on students’ lives, 
neoliberalism has influenced the operation of 
University management. USyd PhD student Tim 
Briedis explains that during the ’60s and ‘70s 
Australian universities were situated in a broader 
context of education expansion, making them 
more responsive to changes that would attract 
a more diverse range of students. In contrast, 
universities today are being financially ‘squeezed’ 
by the government, forcing them to focus less on 

the diversity of education and more on revenue 
streams. A good example of this can be seen in 
Universities’ responses to the demand to eradicate 
sexual violence on campus. As activists evoked 
powerful narratives recalling legitimate student 
experiences of campus sexual violence, it appeared 
the University’s main concern was managing its own 
public relations. Rather than meaningfully engaging 
with the activists’ demands management appears 
to have adopted minor initiatives that are merely 
window dressing this entrenched problem.

 
The same anti sexual violence campaigns also 

revealed that movements towards change can be a 
mirage, most notably in the meetings that Women’s 
Officers and other elected SRC office bearers would 
have with management throughout 2016. The 
group attending these meetings, which originated 
in response to the prevalence of sexual assault on 
campus in 2015, was later named “Safer Community 

Working Group”, a euphemism indeed. Student 
activists recalled that management randomly added 
new students to the group, forcing discussions 
to restart. Management would also bring up other 
important issues, forcing activists in attendance to 
pick between worthy causes in an effort to dampen 
the severity of the unchosen option. Moreover, 
activists recalled that if  students asked too many 
questions the Uni representatives in attendance 
would cast them as aggressive and not ‘team 
players’. Activists later concluded that the meetings 
were largely for show; an attempt to point to a line 
of communication to suppress protests that cast the 
university in a bad light.

A similarly cynical ploy can be seen in USyd’s 
embrace of ‘pink capitalism,’ wherein aspects of 
the LGBTQI+ and sexual diversity movement are 
appropriated  to further financial gains. The recent 
‘Unlearn Marriage’ university promotional posters 
and USyd Mardi Gras floats are but two examples. 
The need for further activism and radical changes 
to society is undermined when people can point to 
their USU Rainbow keep cups.

Transcending the Apathy of 
Modernity

Though the present seems gloomy, the final 
nail has not yet been hammered into the coffin of 
student activism. Neoliberalism has done a lot to 
try and shift society’s aims and present us with 
false indications of change, which makes the task 
of even measuring success difficult. Nonetheless, 
dissatisfaction with the way things seem to be is 
getting more popular.  Student movements across 
the globe look to be increasing in size and traction, 
and Australia is no exception to that trend.  Briedis 
recalls the successful creativity of students at 
UTS in 1997 who, when protesting the proposed 
introduction of upfront fees, were able to outwit 
law enforcement and occupy of a campus building. 
Similarly, Mason points to the more recent Bentley 
Blockade where, following several years of protests, 
activists were able to organise a camp of thousands 
to block a coal-seam gas exploration site.

 
Changes in the compositions of universities 

have altered campus culture but they have also 
brought universities closer to the mainstream. 
Subsequently, student activists can interact with a 

more diverse range of people and avoid the self-
imposed segregation of the past. This provides a 
unique opportunity for students to organise their 
campaigns around the more visceral concerns 
of oppressed groups in society. The rise of the 
international student movement in the last few 
years at the University of Sydney, most notably in 
the form of 2017’s successful Panda SRC campaign, 
provides a good example of this. Additionally, as the 
structure of the university changes and university 
management focuses more on research outcomes, 
traditional methods of on-campus occupations 
and strikes have become less effective. If student 
activists can start focusing their civil disobedience 
towards places like research hubs at the university, 
it is possible that their negotiating power with the 
university could radically increase.

 
The recent global context has seen the rise of 

protest politics, with turnouts at civil disobedience 
actions increasing. Professor Curthoys states she’s 
seen “student activism wax and wane and then wax The need for further 

activism and radical 
changes to society is 

undermined when people 
can point to their USU 

Rainbow keep cups.

As activists evoked 
powerful narratives 

recalling legitimate student 
experiences of campus 

sexual violence, it appeared 
the University’s main 

concern was managing its 
own public relations.

again’ and suggest that ‘we seem to be in an activist 
era.” Notably, organising around the treatment of 
refugees on Manus Island has drawn significant 
national attention, most relevantly at the Liberal 
fundraising protest in November 2017. Student 
activists have also learned how to effectively employ 
a range of methods beyond civil disobedience, all of 
which have been critical ancillary methods. 

 
Student activism at USyd is far from dead. 

Consciousness appears on the rise, protest attendance 
is on the up, and popular dissatisfaction with 
political inertia abounds. Like their predecessors, 
student must organise with careful detail to the 
context in which they operate. If they can do that, 
and continue to fight the system in creative and 
impassioned ways, it is possible that glory days 
will soon return. Perhaps Professor Curthoys puts it 
best:  “as someone who graduated from a BA over 
50 years ago, recognise how special this time is and 
use it to the best of your ability.”
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CREATIVE

This feeling again.

The centre of a building,

I am collapsing.

A vinyl

being spun by gravity, through time,

wondering when the spinning stops.

And when it does,

what then?

How do I get it spinning again?

I am the girl in the fogged bathroom mirror.

Her hand cupped to her mouth in fear,

a suction from breaking the façade.

Her muted scream indistinguishable

from the sound of the running tap,

her tears camouflaged by water.

I am the girl whose neck reels back, breathless.

But this time, from laughter.

She who bared her teeth through a decade

of early rises, late nights,

millions of words written and said,

failures as great as successes,

and who lost a grandmother in the process.

She who is hugged by her friends in pride.

Whose mother tells her, “I see so much intelligence in you”.

Whose brother is days away from raising a glass of champagne to.

I thought I was the book whose spine had been snapped.

But I am the thread that undid itself,

allowing its pages to finally fly forth

into the wind.

From knowing to the unknown.

The opening of light
Alexandra Kovacs

Artwork by Jess Zlotnick
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INFOGRAPHIC

Mapping the Clusterfuck
Liam Donohoe takes you on a wild ride through university

UNIVERSITY OF 
SYDNEY UNION

SUPRA

The Senate is the University’s chief decision-
making body. It appoints the Vice-Chancellor/
Principal, approves the University’s strategic 
plan and annual budget, reviews the University’s 
management, monitors the business plan and 
commercial undertakings, and determines policy 
principles. As with the Executive, there are a 
number of commitees that sit beneath the Senate.

There are 15 Senate Fellows, including the 
Chancellor, Belina Hutchinson, Vice-Chancellor 
Spence, and the Chair of the Academic Board. In 
addition, two external people are appointed by 
the NSW Minister for Education and five external 
people are appointed by the Senate. 

The remaining positions are elected by and from 
key University stakeholders. Academic staff get 
to elect two representatives, while non-academic 
staff, undergraduates, and postgraduates each get 
one representative. 

The undergraduate and postgraduate Senate 
elections will take place this year in semester 
two. Factions occasionally run candidates in these 
elections, but they are rarely as contested as SRC 
and USU elections. The last ones were mired in 
controversy, so it will be interesting to see what 
2018 brings. 

Secretariat Circle 

Hack Loop

Student Rep. 
Express

Staff Rep. 
Causeway

Collusion 
Tunnelway

FACTIONS

The Academic Board handles the whole ‘learning’ 
side of things. This means that they determine 
things like assignment lateness policies, 
plagiarism regulations, and generally monitor 
the University to ensure ‘the quality of teaching, 
scholarship and research in the University.’ They 
also approve curriculum alterations and oversee 
degree structure, so you can blame them for 
whatever chaos results from the restructure. 

The Chair of the Academic Board, who also sits on 
the Senate, is Dr. Anthony Masters, who was re-
elected to the position for another two years at the 
conclusion of 2017. 

There are 35 people on the Academic Board, 
including the SRC and SUPRA Presidents, along 
with two additional students elected by those 
bodies, respectively. There are a further six 
subcomittees that sit beneath the Academic Board. 

THE 
SENATE

The University Executive and its committees oversee 
the University’s administration on the most macro 
level, ultimately making recommendations to the 
Vice-Chancellor and Principal, Michael Spence, 
around strategy, planning, and oversight. Like 
most University-run institutions, its membership 
is as confusing as its bureaucratic structure. 

The Executive has 23 members, including the 
Vice-Chancellor and Principal, the five Deputy 
Vice-Chancellors (one of whom is the ‘Provost’, 
or Vice-Principal), and the Chair of the Academic 
Board. Faculty Deans and School Heads also sit on 
the Executive. 

Beyond this, there is a seemingly endless list 
of commitees that sit beneath the Executive, 
each with their own roster of staff and external 
appointees.

UNIVERSITY 
EXECUTIVE

Your tutors and lecturers belong to either one of nine faculties or one of three schools. Academic staff are 
organised around their faculty, and vote for faculty representatives on Academic Board, alongside each 
Faculty/School’s Dean/head. Some faculties have additional opportunities for student representation. 

2018 sees the faculty restructure continue. The former Education and Social Work Faculty has been merged 
into the Faculty of Arts and Social Science (FASS), while the Faculties of Veterinary Science, Agriculture, 
and Environment have been merged with the Faculty of Science. A further merger of the Faculties of 
Health Sciences, Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing, and Pharmacy is planned for the future. 

Sydney Uni Sport and Fitness (SUSF) is in charge of sport on campus. They administer a range of sports 
clubs while also providing sports training/wellness facilities. It costs USyd students $60 for an annual 
membership, though access to the Gym, Pool, and other facilities requires additional memberships that 
can cost up to $831 a year. SUSF consistently gets the largest share of SSAF allocation. 

SUSF is administered through a complex organisational structure. At the top is the president who is 
appointed via an election among members, theoretically around Week 7 in Semester 1, though an actual 
election is rare. Six student representatives are also elected to SUSF’s management commitee. All college 
students are automatically SUSF members and often vote as a bloc. The current president is James Flynn. 

FACULTIES

SPORT AND FITNESS

The National Tertiary Education Union (NTEU) is 
a trade union that represents academic and non-
academic staff. There is a branch at USyd, and if/
when there is a staff strike it will be as a result of a 
democratic decision made by the NTEU’s campus 
membership.

THE NTEU

Non-academic staff are at the coalface of the 
University, carrying out the administrative 
functions that allow the University to operate. 

Non-Academic staff elect one representative to 
the Senate, and their current representative is 
Jordi Austin.

PROFESSIONAL 
STAFF

There are a number of student organisations with a political orientation, 
most of which double as factions’ that compete in SRC and USU elections. 

Socialist Alternative is a Trotskyite-Cliffite Socialist organisation that split 
with ideologically-compatible foes Solidarity in the 90s. They are the largest 
socialist group on campus and nationally, and compete in SRC elections 
under ‘Left Action.’ Resistance is the young Socialist Alliance group on 
campus, and they are largely involved in protest organising. 

Grassroots is a far Left grouping with no formal hierarchy or ideological 
pretences. In recent years they have teamed with Left ‘Indies,’ running for 
the SRC on ‘Switch’ branding. The Switch-Grassroots alliance won the 2017 
SRC Presidential election. Left Indies are often drawn from Debating and 
regularly contest USU elections. 

USyd has three Labor factions - National Labor Students (NLS) and 
Sydney Labor Students (SLS) both represent Labor Left, as a result of a 
schism in 2013, while Unity represents Labor Right. At both Sydney Uni 
and on a national level there is a ‘sweetheart’ arrangement between NLS 
and Unity where they prioritise one another in deals and preferences. All 
Labor factions compete in the USU and SRC elections, normally under the 

name ‘Stand Up,’ with Labor only failing to win the SRC presidency on two 
occasions since 1996. 

Panda was the name of a series of tickets that contested the SRC elections 
last year run by and comprised of international students. Their political 
alignment is as unclear as whether they are a formal faction. 

The Liberals also have a club on campus, and in recent years have begun to 
emerge as a powerful force in USU and SRC elections, where they generally 
run on white with ‘Ignite’ or ‘Vision’ branding. The more conservative 
elements of the Liberal club often run on traditional ‘Liberal’ Branding, 
while Right independents occassionally run Right of Liberal tickets.  

*The Student Support and Amenity Fee (SSAF) is a compulsory payment 
all students make. This money is divided among the SRC, SUPRA, SUSF, 
and USU, with an amount set aside in reserve for capital works those 
organisations want to undertake. The allocation of SSAF is determined 
through negotiation, but the University is the ultimate arbiter. 

THE COLLECTIVES

NUS

HONI SOIT

The Sydney University Students Representatives’ Council (SRC) is the peak 
representative body for undergraduates at the University. 

Most students’ interactions with the SRC are limited to the SRC’s service 
provision. The SRC Caseworkers offer expertise and support  to students going 
through difficult periods, especially with respect to University administration, 
Centrelink, and tenancy issues. In addition, the SRC Legal Service offers free 
legal advice to students and assists during student disciplinary proceedings, 
while the SRC can also provide emergency loans up to $50. The SRC also issues 
a number of publications, including the annual Counter Course and Growing 
Strong handbooks. 

The SRC is administered by the Executive, which is in turn led by the President. 
While the President is appointed via student election, the other Executive 
and Office Bearer positions are determined by the 33 undergraduate students 
elected to the SRC at the first Council meeting of the year, or RepsElect as 
hacks like me call it. The SRC elections take place in Semester 2 every year, 
normally around September. This year’s SRC President is Imogen Grant, 
whose term will expire at the end of 2018. 

The SRC receives funding from the annual SSAF allocation.

The National Union of Students (NUS) advocates on behalf of students across 
Australia, with 18 student unions affiliating. All USyd students pay for NUS 
membership, with the SRC allocating part of their SSAF allocation towards 
it. While their annual national conferences infamously represents the worst 
of student politics, NUS gets less credit for its extensive lobbying work and 
protest organisation throughout the year. 

Each year USyd students vote for 7 NUS delegates at the same time as Honi 
and SRC elections. These delegates vote for National Office Bearers, generally 
along factional lines following intense negotiations. 

The University of Sydney Union (USU) is a student-run services and amenities 
provider. Students need to purchase an ACCESS card to join the USU, which 
also also provides discounts at all USU run facilities, so, fortunately, most 
of the campus’ food outlets and bars are covered. The USU receives further 
funding from the annual SSAF allocation.

Theoretically student run, the USU is administered by a 13 member Board 
of Directors, of which 11 are student elected and two are appointed by the 
University Senate. They also have a separate CEO. Elections for Board Directors 
are held every year in semester one, around Wk. 7, and are fierecely contested 
by most of the campus’ political organisations. Elected Board Directors go 
onto vote for commitee members and the Executive, which comprises the the 
President, Vice-President, Honorary Secretary, and Honorary Treasurer. The 
current USU President is Courtney Thompson. Her term will expire towards 
the end of first semester, 2018.

Pulp is the USU’s online news service. When not functioning as a USU 
promotional service, Pulp finds the time to publish gossip and listicles. 

The USU finances and controls USyd’s clubs and societies, which helps make 
campus life interesting. Clubs are about as involved as most students are 
willing to get in university life, but despite this some of them are seen as 
stepping stones to success on and off campus. Debating, while technically 
separate from the C&S program, is notorious for its generous funding, drama, 
and stu. pol. engagement. Faculty societies are also seen as useful recruiting 
grounds for factions, so their annual October/November elections are famous 
for their stacking and logrolling.  

Honi Soit is the newspaper you are reading right now. It is the only weekly 
student newspaper in Australia and, in our not so humble opinion, the best. 

The editorial team is determined via student election every year at the same 
time as the SRC and NUS elections. Prospective editors put together a ‘ticket’ 
of up to 10 students, and fight it out for the right to control student opinion 
promote fair and balanced debate. 

The Sydney University Postgraduate Representative Association (SUPRA) is 
the postgrad SRC equivalent. It is run by a Council that comprises 29 members, 
23 of which are General Councillors, 6 of which are especially elected Equity 
Officers. These Equity Officers also administer Standing Committees that 
are relevant to their department, while Councillors compete internally for 
Governance positions. 

SUPRA receives a share of the annual SSAF allocation, and their current Co-
Presidents of SUPRA Mariam Mohammed & Kiriti Mortha.

Collectives are organisations that are funded and supported by the SRC in 
order to carry out activism. They are configured around political issues, and 
in some cases only admit people with a particular identity as members (this 
is an organising principle known as ‘autonomy’). They draw members from a 
range of factions, who in turn often jostle for ideological and formal control of 
the Collectives. Each collective elects one or two leaders and SRC Councillors 
are expected to respect that decision when voting for Office Bearer positions 
during RepsElect. 

Collectives include: the Autonomous Collective Against Racism, the Disability 
and Carers Collectives, Queer Action Collective, the Women’s Collective, 
the International Students Collective, and the Indigenous Collective, the 
Environment Collective, Campus Refugee Action Collective,  and the Education 
Action Group.

ACADEMIC 
BOARD
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SRC REPORTSLIFESTYLE

Hello clueless first years and returning ancient 
stupol hacks! Welcome to O-Week and welcome to 
the part of Honi that no one, except you apparently, 
reads! We’re you’re General Secretaries for this year 
and will be sorting out budgets, the SRC’s O-Week 
stall (if you’re reading this this O-Week please come 
say hi!!) and generally helping collectives do their 
best work. Thrilling stuff.

If you’ve gone to the effort of reading this part of 
the paper, here’s a word of advice: our SRC is here for 

you – that means it fights for your interests and will 
support you when uni management fucks you over. 
There’s probably a lot that you will get out of your 
time at this degree factory, including (hopefully), but 
not limited to a degree. But what you will probably 
get most out of is meeting people like you, the sort 
of people who will meet the parts of Honi that only 
true stupol hacks read, and who hopefully care about 
issues that are larger than them.

Not that we’re biased, but the best way of getting 
doing this is through collectives and campaigns. 
Come to the National Day of Action on March 21 
to protest the billions of dollars in cuts to higher 
education, join the Wom*n’s Collective to fight for 
an end to sexual assault and harassment at uni or 
join the fight to end racist discrimination against 
international students who have to pay for $100,000 

degrees and aren’t even afforded concession Opal 
cards.

Sounds like you? Come have a chat with us at 
our stall or pick up a copy of Counter-Course (our 
O-Week publication) where you can read more about 
everything from the history of student activism at 
Sydney to the best places to take a shit on campus. 
We put a lot of effort into it so…please actually read 
it.

None of this interest you? Despite the fact you read 
to the end of a report from someone you probably 
don’t know? Congrats! If all this SRC “activism” is 
too scary for you try the simpler route: call Malcolm 
Turnbull to tell him what you think about cutting 
billions from your education on 02 6277 7700. 

General  
Secretaries
Nina Dillon Britton and Yuxuan Yang

Welcome to semester one 2018! First and foremost,  
I am Imogen Grant and I will be your President of 
the Students’ Representative Council this year.

As you will discover during your time at university, 
student unions play a crucial role in defending 
student rights, disseminating information, and 
organising resistance. In   essence,  the   SRC  is   run   by   
students,   for   students;   and   it   both   wants   to   help   
students   at   an individual   level   (in   its   casework   and   
legal   services)   and   at   a   collective   level   (through 
defending public education and resourcing student 
activism). Essentially, if you don’t wish to just study 
at university - but want to shape it - then the SRC is 
the organisation for you. 

This week is O-Week - one of the most dangerous 
weeks of the year for students. Sexual assault 
service providers receive a spike in calls from 
university students and one in eight attempted 

or committed rapes at USyd colleges will happen 
this week. This is why we call it ‘The Red Zone’. 
For over a decade, student activists from the SRC 
have been at forefront of the fight against sexual 
assault in university communities. Over the past 
week vile college rituals and abuse were exposed 
at universities across the country, along with the 
complete failure of colleges to address rape and 
misogyny within their own communities. We have 
seen stories from St John’s College where women 
residents are ranked in order of attractiveness, 
setting pubic hair on fire, the Green Goblin rituals, 
and ‘No Jets Friday’ where male college students 
refuse to make eye contact or talk to female students 
(who are called ‘Jets’ for ‘Just Excuse The Slag’). But 
students have resisted, and we have now reached an 
apex in the campaign where our voices can no longer 
be ignored. 

There is no doubt that student unions have been 
critical to mobilising student struggles and will 
continue to be so into the future. The possibilities 
for significant student protest to impact the political 

climate are far from dead. Now more than ever 
we need to draw on the radical history of student 
organisations, which can only be strengthened by 
the participation of students who recognise their 
potential and fight to revive it.

My challenge for you to become a student in 
the broadest possible sense. University provides 
an almost unparalleled opportunity to become 
politicised and contribute to a better society through 
your education. Join the SRC’s collectives, embrace 
student activism, and do not be afraid to seek 
support when you need it. 

Feel free to email me at president@src.usyd.edu.
au if you have any concerns or wish to get involved 
with the SRC. I wish you the best of luck for the year 
ahead and look forward to seeing you on the streets!

If you or someone you know has been affected by 
sexual violence, help is available - call 1800 RESPECT 
on 1800 737 732 and ask to speak to a specialist trauma 
counsellor.

President
Imogen GrantDeep Tea 

Diving

Reputation

...Are you ready for it? First Year Arts Camp 
is coming up! A chance to make new friends, 
discover new passions, and run around in the 
bush with a condom on your head. 

While you’re at it, you might find yourself 
unwittingly recruited to a stupol squad. Honi has 
heard that SASS President Lachlan Finch, one 
of the campus’s Libdependents is running for 
USU board this year, and you can bet that he will 
be targeting the happy, free, confused, lonely 
freshers out there.

And he’s not likely to be the only one. Although 
the pool of contenders for USU board elections is 
still a mystery in Week 0, Honi has heard whispers 
that Connor Wherrett of Unity (Labor Right) is 
looking to run. According to the he-said-she-
said, he may have stepped down as campus Unity 
convenor, a sure sign bigger things are in store. 
Honi has also heard that Caitlin McMenamin, 
of Sydney Labor Students (SLS), is considering 
running for a second year. We hope the second 
degree burns from a failed attempt to stack the 
Gaius Gracchus executive are healing well this 
holidays. Catie 180, Finch the Binch, Wherrett the 
Ferrett, and Other the Others are all looking at 
the same endgame: get a big reputation, become 
a big conversation, get some big enemies. Here’s 
hoping the high is worth the pain.

The Brawl for the Stall

Every year the USU and SRC do battle for 
money and, more importantly, the respect of 
the campus’s most seasoned hacks. This year 
tensions began early, with President Imogen 
Grant (figuratively) suplexing the USU OWeek 
Directors Jenna Schroder and Anja Bless. In a 

private SRC Facebook group Grant laid the smack 
down: “Unfortunately this year the USU OWeek 
Directors are gronks and never reached out to 
the SRC or the various collectives to host events 
in OWeek”. This blow came as a surprise to 
students involved in the SRC, who expected that 
the OWeek directors would follow convention 
and contact the SRC about stalls in advance. The 
situation has been somewhat salvaged, with all 
SRC affiliates having to share a marquee at the 
three day event, though that did not stop Grant 
from landing her finishing move: an effort to 
formalise the relationship so that the USU must 
host SRC collective events at OWeek.

The Authorised Stupol Reports

Are you even a student politician if you’re not 
threatening to call daddy’s lawyers? The latest 
from the court of public pettiness. 

Tim Bernie Gibson v People Who Think He’s Racist 
(2018) 1 ASR 1

Facts: An account under the name of one TBG of 
the Mod Libs allegedly liked a meme on Facebook 
that might have been a little bit racist! In 
return, Maddy Ward, Jess Sayed and Pranay Jha 
anonymously submitted a motion condemning 
him.

Issue:  How quickly will a motion disappear from 
the SRC Draft Agenda when someone says they 
will “absolutely not hesitate to take legal action”?

Held:  Very quickly. Especially when the movers 
already have university misconduct proceedings 
pending. 

Artwork by
Jess Zlotnick

If you’ve ever eaten on campus, you’ll know that there 
are a wealth of options, none of which are particularly 
appealing. If you’ve never eaten on campus, this is a 
primer of what to expect.

Courtyard Cafe
Courtyard Cafe is the USU’s crowning jewel, hosting 
classy cocktail events and hot tub open air cinema nights. 
The affordable prices and crisp interior design lures me 
back every time, seducing me into forgetting just how 
gluggy the pasta is. It is the most central  meeting point 
for arts degree kids, student “hack” politicians and 
anyone who has classes on the Camperdown side of 
campus.

Faves: Mulled wine, Happy Hour pizza, iced teas
Fails: All I want is nice pasta, is that too much to ask. 
Ralph’s

With the   reputation of being the go-to hangout for 
college kids and Sydney Uni Sport and Fitness  members, 
I rarely ventured into Ralph’s   in my early days at 
university. What a mistake! Though it’s pretty hidden 
away, their pasta is pure perfection 

Faves: Iced chocolate with hazelnut ice cream. 
Fails: Probably the only venue on campus that is still 

cash only and has an aggressive sign to tell people not 
to use their phone while ordering.

Manning Bar (Lucky’s) / Manning Building
In 2017, Manning Bar rebranded to Lucky’s with a 

drawing card of a $5 burger with chips. It’s great, if you 
want a burger that tastes like it’s $5. These days, if I’m 
forced to eat at Manning, I’ll go downstairs and get a 
haloumi salad from Zabeli or subpar sushi/rice paper 
rolls/fried Hokkien noodles from Miso Honi. 

Faves: Even though I know it’s from a carton, I’m 
addicted to the pineapple juice here?!

Fails: It’s a dark, spacious pub in the middle of 
campus. Why? 

Hermann’s / Wentworth Building 
The USU tried to convert Hermann’s Bar into an ad for 
Tsingtao beer and it failed spectacularly. The newly 
renovated Hermann’s is a shell of its old self, but the 
grassy lawn is a lovely place to soak in the afternoon sun 
and leech free drinks off club and societies which meet 
there. For food, you have an array of nearby choices, 
from token Indian food (butter chicken anyone?), acai 
bowls from RAW, and the legendary Halal Snack Packs 
from Unibros. 

Faves: Kitsch interior design—think potplants. 
Fails: It also looks like a dentist office.
Taste

If you want to make it rain, head inside and rub shoulders 
with academics buying overpriced quasi-gourmet meals 
while sunbeams shine through the windows. Grabbing 
a baguette to-go and eating on the law lawns with a 
group of mates is without a doubt one of the nicest food 
experiences at this university. Just steer clear of horny 
couples in desperate need of a private room. 

Faves: If you don’t enjoy eating on the law lawns 
from time to time, I don’t understand you.

Fails: Coffee should not be this bad. Hot tip: go to 
Fisher Coffee Cart for a still subpar, but better, coffee. 

Honourable Mentions
Parma: The food is reliable, but who was the architect? 
Don’t sit in—get take-away.

Azzuri: Don’t leave uni without trying a nutella crepe 
and wash it down with EasyWay opposite. 

Laneway: Get a tart and tick it off your list. It gets 
points for being the first place on campus to do coffee in 
a cone (or maybe it should lose points for that). 

Engo Grill: The one venue in this guide I’m yet to try, 
because I associate it with too many traumatic exams 
which always seem to be scheduled in PNR. 

Fisher Coffee Cart / Carslaw Kitchen / Manning 
Kiosk: why would you order anything other than a drink 
from here? I’d rather skip the meal (don’t try that one 
at home, kids). 

Food diaries of a 
fucking fifth year 
Alison Xiao eats and weeps
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Absent-minded Honi 
editor has misplaced 
their bike wheels 
during an overnight 
stint at the office. 

If found, please return. 

If stolen, please fuck off.

 

ACAR Officers
Tanushri Saha, Nischeta Velu, Tanya Ali  
and Geneve Bullo

Hey everyone!
Hope your 2018 is off to a wondrous start as we 

approach the new uni year, and make our way well 
into the Lunar New Year of the Dog. 

We are really excited to launch into Semester 
1, and have some awesome things lined up for the 
upcoming weeks. We have been working hard on 
designing personalised ACAR tees and stickers(!) 
that you can come and pick up at our OWeek stall. 
There will also be flyers/brochures/magazines 
from a range of awesome and super important 
organisations, such as RISE, Sanction Australia, 
CPAC Youth, and Pencilled In, to name a few. 

We also have an event lined up on the 8th of 
March (Week 1) where we will be cutting and 
pasting, collaging and zining through the afternoon, 
and we can’t wait to meet both new and continuing 
members, and chat about our exciting plans for the 
year over pizza and funky tunes. More details on our 
ACAR FB page. Looking forward, another event we 
are working towards is an ACAR Attends for the new, 
free White Rabbit Gallery exhibition opening early 
March. 

Most importantly, we are planning an ACAR 
contingent for the “Stop Black Deaths in Custody” 
protest (May 12), in solidarity with First Nations 
brothers and sisters. Colonialism continues in this 
country - you will find it in the disproportionately 
high rates of Aboriginal incarceration in Australian 
prisons, deaths in custody, and heightened rates 
of child removal since Rudd’s important National 

Apology to the Stolen Generations in 2008. Whilst 
the many struggles against colonialism is seen in 
the histories of PoC families, our diasporas and 
bloodlines, and continues today for many PoC, we 
believe it is the duty of our non-Indigenous collective 
members, who benefit from living on stolen land, to 
take a stand against the racism and injustice faced 
by Aboriginal peoples. To fight back where possible, 
and to stand in solidarity with Aboriginal people, as 
allies in the pursuit for recognition of Indigenous 
sovereignty. We’ll see you there. 

If you see us at OWeek, or around campus, come 
and say hello! We would love to chat and meet you. 

Your 2018 Office Bearers of the Autonomous 
Collective Against Racism:

Tanushri Saha, Nischeta Velu, Tanya Ali & Geneve 
Bullo.

Vice President
Adriana Olguin Malavisi

Since the beginning of my term, I have been 
trying to think of ways in which I can actively get 
involved in my role as vice-president. I have spoken 
to my co-VP to see what our goals are this year, 
I’m very excited to help out with the campaigns he 
will be running, and have very high hopes for what 
we will achieve. What I wish to do during the first 
part of 2018 is an initiative which helps students 
access services on and off campus for things such 
as mental health, student housing, financial help, 
special considerations, etc. Although there are quite 

a few services available on and off campus, it can 
be quite overwhelming, and they’re not often well 
advertised. Students need to know how to access 
the services available to them in such a way that 
they are comfortable, and confident that they will 
receive genuinely meaningful advice and assistance. 
Another thing is making sure students know all the 
options they have when it comes to appeals and 
special consideration, as the schools and faculties 
sometimes fail to make this clear. Obviously the 
special considerations system can often be quite 
brutal, but it does provide a lot of safe guards and 
support for students who are struggling with their 
mental and/or physical health, though we should 
still push for a more compassionate system, we 

must first make sure students are aware of what’s 
available to them. At a meeting with some of the 
executive the idea of a ‘Services Week” was brought 
up. This would be a short 3-day occasion which, 
much like Radical Sex week or Radical Education 
Week, and run similar to student elections (but less 
annoying and way less stressful.) It would involve 
directly engaging students during events, on eastern 
avenue, and in lectures. The purpose of this would be 
to publicize all services provided by the University, 
USU, and SRC whether it be financial, personal 
health, student housing, etc. as well as services not 
provided for by the university. 
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CASEWORKSRC REPORTS

The 2018 SRC  
YEAR PLANNER 
Available FREE! 

• Important University dates & deadlines

• Clear layout of teaching weeks, non-teaching weeks and exam periods

• List of services and activities offered by your SRC

• Calming aquarium background!

Planners are available at the SRC O-week stall or the  
SRC Office Level 1 Wentworth Building, City Road

SRC BOOKS 
CLOSING DOWN 

SALE

HUGE MASSIVE REDUCTIONS ON 

REMAINING STOCK • LOTS OF 

FREE BOOKS • STILL BUYING FOR 

SEMESTER 1 UNTIL END OF WEEK 1 

• FINAL CLOSURE END OF WEEK 3 •

Level 4, Wentworth Building,  
University of Sydney   
(Next to the International Lounge) 
p: 02 9660 4756

w: src.usyd.edu.au/src-books

It doesn’t matter how big your school 
was, it was not as big as this place. Even 
the satellite campuses are many times 
bigger than most high schools. So whilst 
adjusting to this change can be exciting 
and challenging, it can also be down 
right horrifying.

It is your responsibility to know 
how to negotiate the administrative 
side of your degree. You must check 
your uni email at least once a week, 
even during non-semester time. You 
can have it redirected to your personal 
email account if you prefer. Get to know 
how to apply for special consideration 
(sickness or misadventure), just in case 
you need it in the future.

The workload here is significantly 
higher than for most high schools. There 
is less individual direction and larger 
class sizes. The onus is on you to stay 
focused, complete all of the compulsory 
and non-compulsory work, and ask for 
help when you need it. You are the only 
person responsible for your success 
or failure. Get to know the resources 
available through the uni (e.g., Learning 
Centre), and through your faculty.

Studies have shown that if you don’t 
make some sort of attachment to the 
uni by about week six you’ll find it very 
difficult to be successful in your degree. 
Your attachment may be that you’ve 
met some people with similar interests, 
or your interest in the subject material. 
Either way, it is important to balance 
each of these aspects in your life. The 
Learning Centre and the Counselling 
and Psychology Service (CAPS) have 
information on time management, 
while the SRC has a wall planner that 
will help you to get organised. Do it now 

before you get overwhelmed with the 
workload.

Remember that most people feel just 
as nervous and out of place as you do – 
even the students that have come here 
with their high school friends. The best 
thing that you can do is to be yourself, 
be open to meeting new people and 
having new experiences, and know that 
if you ever need to talk to someone, the 
SRC can refer you to a free counsellor. 

You are free to make your own 
decisions about alcohol and other drugs, 
and sexual activity. SRC caseworkers can 
refer you to information that is accurate, 
up-to-date, and non-judgmental. Email 
help@src.usyd.edu.au with your specific 
question.

Living in Sydney is increasingly 
difficult for anyone on a limited budget. 
Where you live needs to be affordable, 
stable, and safe. Talk to us about any 
housing or accommodation problems. 
We might be able to help you.

Always remember that you are not 
alone here. There are lots of people 
willing to help you settle in. The trick is 
to ask. 

Ask Abe
SRC caseworker HELP Q&A

The Ask Abe column runs in every edition of Honi Soit. It allows you to ask 
whatever question you might have that affects you as a student, gaining 
the best advice that a very worldly mutt can give.

Welcome to Uni!

Abe has been a columnist for Honi Soit 
since 2000, and the best piece of advice 
he can give you is this: Whatever your 
problem is, whatever your question, 
ask as soon as you can. It is much more 
likely that we can help you, if you give 
yourself enough time to process the 
solutions. As much as we’d like it, things 
don’t just go away if you ignore them.

*Abe is an undefined breed of terrier, 
with poodle overtones. He moved in with 
his forever family at the age of three after 
spending many cold nights living on the 
streets of Western Sydney. Since then he 
has been a truck driver, retail assistant, 
barrister, and social worker. All of his life 
experiences allow him to give you excellent 
advice on a broad range of issues. To ask 
him your question email help@src.usyd.
edu.au

The workload here is 
significantly higher 
than for most high 

schools. There is less 
individual direction 

and larger class sizes. 
The onus is on you to 

stay focused, 

Queer Officers
Jazzlyn Breen
Hello and welcome to the new uni year to everyone 
except our anti same sex marriage vice chancellor 
Michael Spence! Hope you’re all ready for 9 am 
lectures and spending $300 on textbooks in one go! 
We’re definitely not!

Quac has been super busy over the holidays 
- both politically and in preparing for O week. 
As always we’ve had some very strong and 
passionate contingents to rallies - standing 
behind some very nice   banners we have painted. 
Members of our collective attended the annual 
Australian student environmental network (ASEN) 
training camp in Minto, where we participated in 
a variety of workshops on things such as how to 
organise collectives effectively and decolonisation. 
Overall it was an incredible week long camp which 
absolutely prepared and inspired us for another year 
of effective activism.

If you’re reading this completely unsure what Quac 
is, let me try and explain in the best way I can. First 

and foremost we are an autonomous politically active 
collective who organise around  queer  issues and 
participate in other social justice and environmental 
campaigns. We are intersectional in our activism, as 
we know that all oppression is linked, and that there 
is no pride for some of us without liberation for all 
of us. Over the holidays we’ve had members of our 
collective on the front lines blocking coal trains to 
stop Adani, busy organising rallies for invasion day, 
standing outside abortion clinics to ward off angry 
Catholics from harassing women - and so many other 
incredible things. We are a collective that values our 
members for each of there strengths and passions, 
and would encourage any queer person reading this 
to join us. Find us on Facebook “usyd queer action 
collective” or send us an email “queer.officers@uni.
sydney.edu.au” and we’ll let you know how to get 
involved.

We’re super excited for another year 
of  queer  activism! Last year we won marriage 
equality- let’s keep going until we have true equality.

Cryptic
Across
5 Penalise for a bit of a bad joke? (6)
7 Just a pale production (4,4)
9 Romans march out of step around 1  
 dessert? (8)
10 6’ x 15’’ unloved non-yeti is   
 distraught (6)
11 Inconsistent, incomplete,  
 unfinished, albeit newly made (12)
13 [Shift] and [Esc] to go up (6)
15 Safety referee juggled every  
 second (6)
18 Reprimand for wearing   
 something more casual? (8,4)
21 Soccer player celebrated this  
 way, perhaps, after leading Dominica  
 against Brazil, breaking eternal   
 drought (6)
22 Smell-offering taken from a   
 Romeo (8)
23 Cooked nude crab, an asian   
 delicacy (4,4)
24 Let’s say Trump’s plea derailed  
 things a bit! (6)

Down
1 Dress up in a foreign zone (8)
2 Crustacean begins snaring his repast  
 in massive pincers (6)
3 Scarlet preacher lost one sheep? (8)
4 VC spends endlessly on chauffered  
 engines, for starters (6)
6 Common leftist is drifting out in  
sin (8)
7 Featured in Dark Mofo:   
 Urthboy, Cardinal (6)
8 Opposed to infanticide, partly (4)
12 Forces, e.g. weight, found in an  
 egg shell (3,5)
14 Doctor writes four notes regarding  
 university learner - terrible! (8)
16 Certain basketball shot to die  
 out? (4,4)
17 Key feature of this land?! (6)
18 Show the truth - make them  
 woke? (6)
19 Lend poorly framed glasses to fool (6)
20 Alternative café is a façade (4)

Target
Target by CloudRunner
RULES: Minimum 4 letters per word.
10 words: Nice; 15 words: Fine; 20 words: Good; 25 words: Lovely!

This Crossword was brought to you by 2017 CrossSoc members Alex 
Babidge, Maggie Corrigan, Dover Dubosarsky, Alison Eslake, Sam 
Stove, Cyril Tang, John Wormell and Victor Wu.

Wom*n’s  
Officers
Your somehow-not-yet-burnt-out wom*n’s 
officers have let out a sigh of relief in our cavernous 
office as we realised that, yes, we did indeed do three 
hundred words worth of work over the summer 
break. We can now fill up this report word count, all 
the while doting on the fruits of our labour. 

Much of the break was consumed in putting 
together Growing Strong, our annual autonomous 

publication. After a gruelling week of laying up in late 
January during which we saw through both space and 
time, the magazine is now bound up as a neat and 
glossy thirty-two page marvel. It features feminist 
art/poetry/prose created by collective members. It is 
diverse in both its content and contributors, and we 
are proud to be showcasing such a great spread of 
voices. It is available on the SRC issuu.com page for 
your viewing pleasure. 

We have put our scheming hats on and met 
with a vast array of Big Personalities, such as MPs 
Penny Sharpe and Mehreen Faruqi, and Elizabeth 
Broderick, to discuss safe access zones around 
abortion clinics/abortion decriminalisation, and the 
cultural review into St. Paul’s College, respectively.

We are pretty pissed off about Consent Matters 
as it is a) NOT what our collective recommended 
b) NOT geared toward Australian students c) NOT 
going to change people’s actual behaviour re: 
consent. Sexual assault at USYD is still an issue, and 
we will be continuing to pester the university with 
our discontent. Stay tuned. 

Speaking of discontent, we have had contingents 
to pro-Palestine rallies, and rallies in support of 
justice for Aboriginal people, most notably Invasion 
Day. We continue to prioritise the struggles of 
Aboriginal people in our collective and recognise 
that women of colour and Aboriginal women are 
fucked over so much more than white women. 

Jessica Syed and Madeline Ward

PUZZLES

Notice of Council Meeting

90th Students’ 
Representative Council,  
University of Sydney

DATE: 7th March

TIME: 6–8pm

LOCATION: New Law 
Annex, Room 440

p: 02 9660 5222   |   w: src.usyd.edu.au  

Notice of Council Meeting

90th Students’ 
Representative Council,  
University of Sydney

DATE: 7th March

TIME: 6–8pm

LOCATION: New Law 
Annex, Room 440

p: 02 9660 5222   |   w: src.usyd.edu.au  
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///// hunny //////////////
College Boys Pledge to 
Try Really, Really Hard 
Not to Rape Anyone 
This O Week
Nick Harriott Editor

Jamie Weiss Reporter

Jess Zlotnick Quizmaster

Please Help: 
I Donate to 
Wikipedia Each 
Time I Read 
an Article and 
Now I Can’t 
Afford Rent

QUIZ: What should I do with 
my hands?

Following the revelations from 
last year’s Broderick review into 
sexual assault on campus, the 
assembled masses of college 
boys across the University of 
Sydney have pledged to try 
really, really, really hard not 
to rape anyone at this year’s O 
Week.

“We’re going to try our 
best,” said St. Andrews Senior 
Student Tipp Richdad. “When 
we saw the results of the review 
last year we were like, man, 
that looks really bad for us. So, 
this year, we’re going to try 
super hard to respect the bodily 
autonomy of other students on 
campus and not rape them. But 
like, we’ll see. You know?”

Despite the incredible 
headway these students are 
making to not rape other 
students, they are still fallible. 
As such, they have designed a 
contingency plan for if they fail 
to meet the difficult 2018 target 
of zero rapes.

“If something goes 
wrong and one of us does 
rape someone, we’ve all 
taken a secondary pledge 
that says we will 

definitely not 

talk about it. It’s so important 
to us that our fellow students—
and prospective employers—
view us as people who try not to 
rape people, and it would be so 
rough if we damaged our new 
reputation by revealing that we 
actually had raped people.”

The University of Sydney 
have thrown their full support 
behind the initiative, revealing 
in a statement, “This is an 
important step in the history of 
our colleges and it comes with a 
unique set of challenges. Rome 
wasn’t built in a day, and we 
can’t expect the grown men on 
our campus to start not raping 
people overnight. As such, we 
will be providing additional 
financial aid to the colleges to 
help these men reach their full 
potential as students who do 
not, or at least appear to not, 
rape other students.”

When asked if any of those 
funds would go towards 
supporting the survivors of 
sexual assault, the University 
said, “there just isn’t any 
money left to go around, but we 
want you all to know that we’re 
trying really, really, really hard 
to find some.”

I just can’t help it. My mum 
always taught me that nothing 
in life is free, and it’s only the 
right thing to do, but donating 
$3 to Wikipedia each time I 
visit a new page is literally 
bankrupting me. Jimmy Wales 
asks so nicely though—it’s just 
the price of a coffee, right? The 
issue is those coffees add up. I 
haven’t had a latte macchiato 
since the HSC. 

I’m losing the people who are 
closest to me. My friends tell 
me I should stop buying singles 
on iTunes and try sharing my 
partner’s Netflix account to 
save some coin—but I don’t 
think I can do it.  I don’t want 
to rip off artists like the Spotify 
corporatists or unscrupulous 
Limewire pirates. Why can’t we 
all just enjoy content available 
under a Creative Commons 
Attribution ShareAlike License? 

The media’s always going 
on about entitled millenials 
and avocados and shit, but I 
bet none of them help keep 
the Wikimedia Foundation’s 
lights on. With that in mind, 
can you please go to my Patreon 
account and donate to me, so 
that each time I visit Wikipedia 
I can donate to them. It’s not a 
perfect system but it’s all I’ve 
got. I’m drowning here. 

Thank you. 

Fuck! I Tried To Ring Lifeline 
but Accidentally Called 
Triple J’s Ben and Liam
Nick Harriott Editor

This is not ideal. When I picked 
up my phone I was hoping 
to get in touch with Lifeline, 
the mental health service that 
connects distressed callers, like 
myself, with trained mental 
health professionals to talk 
to—but it seems that I actually 
called prominent Triple J 
breakfast hosts Ben and Liam.

This is not what I wanted 
at all. Where I was hoping 

to receive calming, patient 
guidance on how to deal with 
my suicidal ideation from 
a generous stranger, I am 
instead being asked whether 
Childish Gambino is more chill 
than woke or more woke than 
chill—a question I do not have 
an answer to, if there even is 
one. 

Overall, this experience has 
not been very helpful. The 

advice a trained counselor 
can impart about depression 
and anxiety is 
worlds away from 
the irreverent 
banter of these 
two nationally 
syndicated softboys. 
However, I will say, 
their methods 
have proven 
equally 
distracting 
as a call to 
Lifeline. 
I guess 
they’re 
not so bad 
after all.

If you are feeling 
suicidal or in crisis, 
call Lifeline on 
13 11 14 (available 
24/7)

If, for some 
reason, you want 

to talk to Ben 
and Liam 
call 1300 
055 536 
(available 
6am – 
9am)

Things I Wish I’d Learnt in 
My First Year at Uni
Elijah Abraham Editor

1. Don’t go in the basement
2.
3.
4.

Proudly brought to you by the

Report Launched Mid-Fight with 
My Girlfriend Reveals “I’m the 
Bad Guy”  >>  pg. 9




